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ABSTRACT 

This thesis proposes the development of a Student Knowledge Assessment System 

(S.K.A.S) leveraging AI technologies for dynamic evaluation beyond traditional testing. 

S.K.A.S. employs machine learning, deep learning, and natural language processing to gen-

erate questions from any submitted educational text. The similarity score is computed, and 

the student gets graded based on the semantic score of the answer provided through the chat-

bot. It aims to revolutionize assessment practices by offering personalized insights and em-

powering educators to tailor teaching methods. By catering to diverse learning needs, 

S.K.A.S. fosters inclusivity and equitable evaluation. Its implementation could transform 

education, promoting data-driven assessment methodologies and enhancing learning expe-

riences. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the contemporary educational landscape, the traditional methods of student assessment 

sometimes omit’s capturing the complexity of individual learning abilities and cognitive 

processes. As the demands of modern education continue to evolve, there is an increasing 

emphasis on nurturing critical thinking, problem-solving skills, and adaptability among stu-

dents. Recognizing the limitations of standardized testing in comprehensively evaluating 

these essential competencies, there is a growing need for innovative assessment systems that 

can provide a more nuanced and personalized understanding of students' knowledge and 

capabilities. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) has emerged as a transformative force across various domains, 

demonstrating its potential to revolutionize conventional practices and improve decision-

making processes. In the field of education, the integration of AI offers unprecedented op-

portunities to enhance assessment procedures and optimize the learning outcomes for stu-

dents. By leveraging capabilities provided by advanced machine learning, large language 

models, deep learning and natural language processing techniques, amongst other tools and 

techniques, educators can gain deeper insights into students' cognitive development and 

learning trajectories, thereby facilitating a more holistic and tailored approach to education. 

Students, on the other hand, will gain the knowledge required to excel in their respective 

courses or disciplines. 

This thesis introduces the concept of a Student Knowledge Assessment System (S.K.A.S) 

based on artificial intelligence, A system developed by Okafor-Mefor Louis Ekene, which 

aims to improve on the traditional assessment methodologies by offering a comprehensive 

and adaptive evaluation framework. Students Knowledge Assessment System – a cutting-

edge platform that transforms the way students learn and progress in their studies. Contrary 

to traditional assessment systems, this innovative solution goes beyond mere question-and-

answer formats; it also accepts a vast corpus of texts to dynamically quiz students on specific 

areas of a subject, thereby providing a comprehensive understanding and deeper engagement 

with the material. But this is not just it. What truly sets this system apart is its functionality 

to instantly provide feedback to students in the form of grading students' responses with a 

good level of precision and correctness. This is done via state-of-the-art Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) techniques; the system analyzes and evaluates students' answers in real 

time, providing immediate feedback and personalized insights into their performance. 
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Imagine a system where students can understand and identify areas for improvement and 

take proactive steps towards academic success. The proposed system endeavours to assess 

students' knowledge of a particular course and to give educators a sense of the student’s level 

of understanding of the said course based on students' responses. By harnessing the power 

of AI, the S.K.A.S seeks to provide educators with real-time data-driven insights, enabling 

them to tailor instructional strategies and interventions to meet the diverse learning needs of 

students more effectively.  

Through the exploration of the S.K.A.S., this research endeavours to highlight the transform-

ative potential of AI in reshaping the educational assessment landscape. By emphasizing the 

importance of personalized, data-driven evaluation techniques, this study aims to contribute 

to the ongoing dialogue on leveraging technology to foster a more inclusive, equitable, and 

effective learning environment. Moreover, this research intends to shed light on the various 

machine learning and A.I components used in achieving or realizing this student knowledge 

assessment system. It thus intends to demonstrate the significance of embracing innovative 

technologies to propel the education sector into a new era of enhanced learning and devel-

opment. 
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 I THEORY 
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1 WHAT IS ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) refers to the simulation of human intelligence processes by ma-

chines, especially computer systems. These processes include learning (the acquisition of 

information and rules for using the information), reasoning (using rules to reach approximate 

or definite conclusions), and self-correction. AI can be categorized into two types: narrow 

AI, which is designed for a specific task (such as virtual personal assistants or image recog-

nition software), and general AI, which refers to the ability of a machine to perform any 

intellectual task that a human can do. AI has applications in various fields, including but not 

limited to healthcare, finance, education, transportation, and entertainment. It involves the 

use of technologies such as machine learning, natural language processing, computer vision, 

and more to enable machines to mimic human cognitive functions and perform tasks that 

typically require human intelligence. Artificial intelligence (AI) can be described as the ca-

pacity of a system to accurately understand and process external information, acquire 

knowledge from this data, and apply these insights to accomplish objectives and activities, 

adapting dynamically as needed [1]. 

AI refers to a system or algorithm that enables computers to carry out tasks without the need 

for direct, explicit programming instructions [2]. Artificial Intelligence (AI) represents a cut-

ting-edge field of computer science and engineering that focuses on creating intelligent ma-

chines capable of performing tasks that typically necessitate human intelligence. AI systems 

are designed to simulate human cognitive functions, including learning, reasoning, problem-

solving, perception, and language understanding, among others. These systems aim to mimic 

human intelligence by processing vast amounts of data, recognizing patterns, and making 

decisions or predictions based on the information at hand [1] and [2]. 

AI technologies rely on a variety of techniques and methodologies, including machine learn-

ing, which allows systems to improve their performance on a task through exposure to data 

without being explicitly programmed. Natural language processing enables machines to un-

derstand and interpret human language, while computer vision facilitates the interpretation 

and understanding of visual information. Other AI subfields include robotics, which involves 

creating intelligent machines that can interact with their environment, and expert systems, 

which emulate the decision-making ability of a human expert in a specific domain [1]. 

The applications of AI are widespread, with significant implications for various industries 

and domains. In healthcare, AI is being used for disease diagnosis and treatment 
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recommendations, while in finance, it aids in fraud detection and algorithmic trading. AI-

powered recommendation systems are prevalent in e-commerce and entertainment, and au-

tonomous vehicles are an example of AI's role in transforming the transportation sector [3]. 

In the field of education, AI is increasingly being integrated to enhance and personalize the 

learning experience for students and educators alike. AI applications in education are di-

verse, ranging from intelligent tutoring systems to adaptive learning platforms, and they aim 

to improve educational outcomes and make learning more accessible [4]. Some key ways AI 

is utilized in education include: 

 

1) Personalized Learning: AI-powered platforms can analyze students' learning pat-

terns and preferences to deliver customized learning materials and exercises tailored 

to individual needs and learning styles. This personalized approach can help students 

grasp concepts more effectively and at their own pace [4]. 

 

2) Adaptive Assessment: AI can facilitate adaptive assessment systems that dynami-

cally adjust the difficulty of questions based on students' responses, providing a more 

accurate measure of their understanding and knowledge gaps. Such assessments ena-

ble educators to identify areas where students may be struggling and provide targeted 

support [4]. 

 

3) Virtual Assistants and Chatbots: Educational institutions utilize AI-driven virtual 

assistants and chatbots to provide students with instant support and guidance outside 

of the classroom. These tools can answer queries, offer study tips, and provide ad-

ditional learning resources, fostering a more interactive and responsive learning en-

vironment [4]. 

 

4) Data Analysis and Predictive Analytics: By analyzing large datasets, AI can help 

educators identify trends in student performance and behaviour, enabling them to 

make data-driven decisions about curriculum development, teaching strategies, and 

student interventions. Predictive analytics can also forecast students at risk of falling 

behind, allowing for timely interventions to support their learning progress [3], [4]. 
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5) Language Learning and Translation: AI-powered language learning applications 

enable students to practice and improve their language skills through interactive exer-

cises, real-time feedback, and speech recognition. AI-driven translation tools also 

facilitate cross-cultural communication and the exchange of knowledge, breaking 

down language barriers in the educational context [4]. 

 

By leveraging AI in education, institutions can foster a more inclusive and engaging learning 

environment, cater to diverse learning styles, and provide students with the necessary sup-

port for their academic growth and development. As AI continues to advance, its role in 

education is expected to evolve further, promoting innovative and effective teaching and 

learning practices. 

1.1 MACHINE LEARNING 

Machine learning, in simple terms, refers to techniques that enable computers to learn from 

data without needing explicit programming instructions. A computer program is considered 

to learn from experience E in relation to a certain set of tasks T and a performance metric P 

if its proficiency in tasks within T, as assessed by P, enhances with the accumulation of 

experience E. Machine learning, a subset of artificial intelligence and computer science, cen-

tres on leveraging data and algorithms to replicate the learning process observed in humans, 

with the aim of iteratively enhancing its accuracy over time [1]. Machine learning is a sub-

field of artificial intelligence that focuses on the development of algorithms and statistical 

models that enable computer systems to progressively improve their performance on a spe-

cific task through the processing of large sets of data without being explicitly programmed 

[1]. It involves the construction of algorithms that can receive input data and use statistical 

analysis to predict an output value within an acceptable range. The primary goal of machine 

learning is to allow computers to learn automatically without human intervention or explicit 

programming, adapting and improving their performance as they are exposed to more data. 

A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks 

T and performance measure P if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves 

with experience E. Hence, a machine is considered to learn when it gathers experience by 

doing a certain task and thus improves at doing such task in the future [1]. 

Machine learning algorithms can be broadly categorized into three types [5]: 
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1. Supervised Learning: In this type of learning, the algorithm is trained on a labelled 

dataset, where the input data is paired with the corresponding desired output. The 

algorithm learns to map the input to the output and can make predictions on unseen 

data [5].  

 

2. Unsupervised Learning: Unsupervised learning involves training the algorithm on 

an unlabeled dataset, where the model tries to identify patterns and relationships in 

the data without any predefined outcomes. It is often used for tasks such as clustering 

or dimensionality reduction [5]. 

 

3. Reinforcement Learning: This type of learning involves training an algorithm to 

make decisions in a specific environment to achieve a goal. The algorithm learns to 

take actions that maximize a cumulative reward based on feedback from the environ-

ment [5]. 

 

1.2 Supervised Learning 

Supervised learning involves training algorithms using labelled datasets, where each input 

data point corresponds to an anticipated output. Its primary aim is to enable algorithms to 

grasp the relationship between input and output by refining internal parameters through it-

erative optimization methods. The main objective is to minimize the disparity between pre-

dicted and actual outputs, thereby reducing the error or loss function. According to [5], the 

major drive of supervised learning is to learn from past information. 

This method encompasses two core tasks: classification and regression. In classification, the 

algorithm learns to allocate input data points into predefined categories, achieved through 

the understanding of decision boundaries that separate different classes in the input space. 

Conversely, regression tasks focus on forecasting continuous or numerical values, allowing 

the algorithm to map input variables to a continuous output space and predict forthcoming 

trends or values [5]. Evaluation of supervised learning involves testing the model on a dis-

tinct dataset, the test set, to assess its ability to apply learned insights to new, unseen data. 

Performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and mean squared error aid in meas-

uring the algorithm's effectiveness and comparing different models [5]. 

Supervised learning finds widespread application in various practical fields, including med-

ical diagnoses, customer behaviour prediction, recommendation systems, and financial 
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projections. Its capacity to learn from labelled data renders it a potent tool for solving a 

diverse array of real-world issues, contributing significantly to advancements in industries 

such as healthcare, finance, and marketing. See Figure 1 

1.3 Unsupervised Learning 

Unsupervised learning, a significant facet of machine learning, involves training algorithms 

on datasets lacking predefined outputs. In contrast to supervised learning, it lacks feedback 

based on correctness and requires the algorithm to autonomously explore data structures 

without specific guidance. Unsupervised learning aims to unveil data patterns, structures, 

and associations, often culminating in the identification of clusters of akin data points. Ac-

cording to [5], certain recommendation systems found online, often integrated into market-

ing automation, utilize this form of learning. These algorithms analyze your past purchases 

to generate suggestions. They estimate which group of customers you most closely align 

with and then infer your probable preferences based on the characteristics of that group. The 

major aim of unsupervised learning is to take the dataset as input and try to find natural 

groupings or patterns within the data elements or records. Hence, unsupervised learning is 

mostly termed descriptive model. Also, the process of unsupervised learning is referred to 

as pattern discovery or knowledge discovery. One of its primary tasks is clustering, where 

the algorithm automatically groups similar data points based on shared characteristics, facil-

itating the identification of meaningful patterns and distinct data segments for exploration 

and recognition. As a form of learning, it shares similarities with the techniques humans 

employ to recognize that certain objects or events belong to the same category, often by 

observing the extent of similarity among them [5]. 

Another critical task is dimensionality reduction, which simplifies complex data by com-

pressing it into a lower-dimensional space while retaining essential features. This simplifies 

analysis and enhances computational efficiency. 

Unsupervised learning significantly impacts domains such as market segmentation, recom-

mendation systems, and pattern recognition. Its capability to derive insights from unstruc-

tured data and recognize hidden patterns is a valuable tool for data exploration and analysis, 

advancing customer behaviour analysis, anomaly detection, and data preprocessing [5]. See 

Figure 2. 
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1.4 Reinforcement Learning 

Reinforcement learning occurs when the algorithm interacts with examples that aren't la-

belled explicitly, akin to the situation in unsupervised learning. This sort of learning can be 

explained by using an illustration of babies learning how to walk without any prior 

knowledge of doing so. First, they take notice of people around them walking, be it their 

parents or other people around. They then try to emulate these same patterns of taking baby 

steps. In the process of doing so, they do fall, learn from their mistakes or missteps, and try 

to avoid obstacles in subsequent walks. Hence, Reinforcement learning, a prominent facet 

of machine learning, revolves around training algorithms to make a series of decisions within 

a specific environment with the goal of achieving a set objective. Unlike supervised learning, 

reinforcement learning does not rely on predefined input-output pairs but instead operates 

based on a system of rewards and penalties. The algorithm learns to take actions that opti-

mize cumulative rewards over time, navigating the environment through a process of trial 

and error [5]. 

At the core of reinforcement learning lies the agent, which interacts with the environment 

and makes decisions aimed at maximizing long-term rewards. The environment provides 

feedback to the agent in the form of rewards or punishments, shaping the agent's subsequent 

decision-making processes. The aim of the agent is to acquire an optimal policy, a strategy 

that dictates the best course of action in various situations to attain the maximum cumulative 

reward. 

Reinforcement learning involves a delicate balance between exploration and exploitation, 

requiring the agent to experiment with new actions to potentially uncover improved strate-

gies (exploration) while utilizing currently known optimal actions to maximize rewards (ex-

ploitation). Various algorithms, such as Q-learning and deep reinforcement learning, are em-

ployed to empower the agent to learn intricate behaviours and make decisions within envi-

ronments featuring extensive state and action spaces. 

This approach finds diverse applications, including robotics, gaming, recommendation sys-

tems, and autonomous systems [5]. In the realm of robotics, reinforcement learning facili-

tates the acquisition of complex tasks through iterative experimentation, while in gaming, it 

trains agents to excel at a variety of games [5]. Furthermore, recommendation systems aid 

in tailoring and enhancing user experiences, and autonomous systems contribute to the de-

cision-making processes of self-driving vehicles and other automated systems. 
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According to the article [6], In the realm of education, machine learning plays a crucial role 

in assessing students' performance and capabilities. By employing algorithms, it becomes 

straightforward to evaluate both the strengths and weaknesses of pupils. Take, for instance, 

a college student application that analyzes performance, teacher feedback, and optimal out-

comes. Machine learning is increasingly being utilized in the realm of education, with appli-

cations extending to areas such as personalized learning, adaptive assessment, intelligent 

tutoring systems, and educational data analysis. Its role in education is pivotal, as it facilitates 

the automation of administrative tasks, the customization of learning materials, and the pro-

vision of tailored feedback and support to students. 

Through the integration of machine learning, educational systems can adapt their instruc-

tional strategies to suit the individual needs and learning styles of students. This enables the 

creation of personalized learning paths, fostering a more engaging and effective educational 

experience. Additionally, machine learning algorithms can analyze vast amounts of educa-

tional data, enabling educators to gain insights into student performance trends, identify ar-

eas for improvement, and optimize curriculum design and teaching methodologies. 

Furthermore, machine learning aids in the development of intelligent educational platforms 

that can provide real-time feedback and assistance to students, thereby enhancing their com-

prehension and retention of academic content. By automating routine tasks, educators can 

allocate more time to providing personalized support and guidance, thereby nurturing a more 

interactive and enriching learning environment, which is the goal of the Student's Knowledge 

Assessment System. The increasing availability of educational data and the advancements 

in computational capabilities have accelerated the adoption of machine learning in educa-

tion, driving innovation and progress in educational technology. By leveraging machine 

learning, educational institutions can effectively cater to the diverse learning needs of stu-

dents, promote self-directed learning, and improve overall learning outcomes, thus reshaping 

the landscape of modern education. 
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Figure 1 Supervised Learning Model [5] 

 

 

Figure 2 Unsupervised Learning Model [5] 
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2 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING (NLP) 

According to EGGER, Roman and GOKCE, Enes, 2022, [13], Natural Language Pro-

cessing’s main goal is to make a computer understand written language in the form of words, 

sentences, or paragraphs. NLP, or Natural Language Processing, represents an AI field ded-

icated to helping computers comprehend, interpret, and generate human language in mean-

ingful ways. It encompasses a diverse array of tasks and applications, including the analysis 

of extensive text data for purposes such as sentiment analysis, topic modelling, and text 

classification. Moreover, NLP involves transforming spoken language into text via speech 

recognition technology, allowing computers to process spoken interactions effectively. It 

also incorporates machine translation techniques, enabling seamless communication and 

comprehension across various languages and cultural boundaries. 

Furthermore, NLP endeavors to empower computers with the capability to understand hu-

man language nuances, encompassing context, intent, and sentiment, through the process of 

natural language understanding. Alongside this, it facilitates the creation of human-like text 

based on data inputs, enabling the generation of coherent and contextually relevant language 

through natural language generation techniques. 

According to [13], Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Natural Language Understand-

ing (NLU) are closely related terms which usually get misused or misinterpreted due to the 

closeness between these concepts. NLU first came into play in the 1960s, which was ten 

years post NLP, out of the need to understand increasingly complex language input. NLP 

covers all areas of communication between humans and computers, from input to processing 

to response, while NLU’s main goal is to understand content. 

Additionally, NLP aids in information retrieval, assisting in the extraction and presentation 

of pertinent information from vast collections of unstructured data, often using search en-

gines and question-answering systems. By integrating methodologies from fields such as 

computer science, computational linguistics, and AI, NLP endeavours to bridge the gap be-

tween human communication and computer comprehension, thereby fostering advance-

ments in language models and applications that execute intricate language-related tasks with 

heightened precision and efficiency, courtesy of developments in deep learning and neural 

network models. 
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2.1.1 NLP TECHNIQUES 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques encompass a wide range of methods and 

approaches for processing and understanding human language. These techniques are utilized 

in various NLP tasks to analyze, interpret, and generate text data. Some of the key NLP 

techniques include: 

Tokenization: According to [14], Tokenization refers to splitting text into minimal mean-

ingful units. The NLTK library is one of the most predominantly used tokenization libraries. 

See Figure 3. Tokenization is the process of breaking a text into individual words or tokens. 

In natural language processing (NLP), Tokenization is an essential preprocessing step that 

involves segmenting a long piece of text into individual words or phrases, which can then 

be analyzed or processed further. Tokenization typically involves removing punctuation and 

other non-essential characters, such as whitespace and line breaks, and then breaking the text 

into individual tokens based on spaces or other delimiters. The resulting tokens can be used 

for various NLP tasks such as text classification, sentiment analysis, and machine transla-

tion. 

According to [14], the Natural Language Toolkit is a powerful tool for preprocessing and 

analyzing text data. Tokenization is a crucial technique in natural language processing which 

involves dividing a text into separate words or phrases, which are referred to as tokens. This 

process is essential for several NLP applications, and it is considered a fundamental step in 

text analysis. 

Tokenization helps to make text data more structured and accessible to machine learning 

algorithms. By segmenting text into individual tokens, it allows for easier and more accurate 

analysis of text data. Tokenization can be applied to various types of text data, including 

written language, speech, and even computer code. See Figure 3 

There are different types of tokenization methods that can be used in NLP, depending on the 

specific task and language being analyzed. For example, sentence tokenization involves seg-

menting text into individual sentences, while word tokenization involves breaking text into 

individual words or terms [14]. There are also more complex tokenization methods, such as 

named entity recognition, which involves identifying and categorizing specific entities 

within text data, such as people, organizations, and locations. 

In addition to breaking text into tokens, Tokenization can also involve additional processing 

steps such as stemming or lemmatization. Stemming involves reducing words to their root 
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form, while lemmatization involves converting words to their base form or lemma. These 

additional processing steps can help to further normalize the text data and reduce the number 

of unique tokens, making it easier for machine learning algorithms to analyze and classify 

text. 

Overall, tokenization is an essential preprocessing step in NLP that helps break down text 

data into smaller, more manageable units, making it easier to analyze and process further. 

 

Figure 3 Tokenization [14] 

2.1.2 Part-of-Speech (POS) Tagging: 

This technique involves Identifying and labelling the grammatical components of words in 

a sentence, such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. According to [14], Parts of Speech 

(POS) serve as the foundation for tasks such as Named Entity Resolution, Sentiment Anal-

ysis, Question Answering, and Word Sense Disambiguation. 
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2.1.3 Named Entity Recognition (NER):  

Just as the name connotes, Named Entity Recognition (NER), it involves the Identification 

and classification of named entities in text, such as people, locations, organizations, and 

dates. According to [14], there are multiple libraries for performing this technique such as 

NLTK chunker, StanfordNER, SpaCy, opennlp and NeuroNER. There are also API’s such 

as WatsonNLU, AlchemyAPI, NERD, Google Cloud NLP API etc. See Figure 4 for how 

NER is used with nltk. 

 

 

Figure 4 Named Entity Recognition [14] 

 

2.1.4 Syntactic Analysis (Parsing): 

This constitutes the analyzing of sentence structure to understand the relationships between 

words and phrases within such sentences. According to [15], it comes in handy when it is 

needed to examine the grammatical arrangement of a sentence and illustrate the connections 

between its elements, various structural representations can be employed, such as parse trees 

or dependency parsing graphs. 
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2.1.5 Semantic Analysis: 

This has to do with understanding the meaning of text beyond its literal meaning; it thus 

focuses on context and intent. This technique involves recognizing and annotating contex-

tually significant elements and connections within the text. This includes determining the 

meaning of specific words or phrases within their context and discerning the relationships 

between words or terms [15]. 

2.1.6 Sentiment Analysis:  

This involves the assessment and determination of emotional tone or expressed sentiment in 

text data, which are often categorized as positive, negative, or neutral. Sentiment Analysis 

is a technique widely used in industries to understand the sentiments of various users/cus-

tomers around a given product or service. Sentiment Analysis assigns the sentiment score of 

a sentence/statement tending towards positive or negative [14]. See Figure 5 

 

 

Figure 5 Sentiment Scores [14] 
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2.1.7 Text Summarization:  

This technique has to do with condensing and generating concise summaries of larger bodies 

of text while preserving key information and main ideas. According to [14], it is the tech-

nique which involves making large documents into smaller ones without loosing the mean-

ing or context. This in turn saves readers or students time – in the case of student’s 

knowledge assessment system. 

2.1.8 Machine Translation:  

Just as the name connotes, this technique involves translating text from one language to 

another with the help of computational methods and algorithms. 

2.1.9 Information Extraction:  

This technique involves the Identification and extraction of relevant information from un-

structured text data, such as facts, relationships, and events. 

2.1.10 Word Embeddings:  

This method involves the representation of words as dense, low-dimensional vectors to cap-

ture semantic relationships and context between words. According to [14], Word embed-

dings rely on predictive techniques, employing shallow neural networks to train models that 

learn and utilize weight values as vector representations. It is a feature learning technique in 

which words from a vocabulary are mapped to vectors of real numbers to capture the con-

textual hierarchy. See Figure 6. Word embeddings leverage prediction-based methodologies 

and shallow neural networks to train models, enabling the acquisition of weight values that 

serve as vector representations. 
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Figure 6 Converting text to features [14] 

2.1.11 Topic Modeling:   

According to [14], this technique involves the Analysis and identification of topics or themes 

within a corpus of text documents. It involves thoroughly going through the content to un-

cover prevalent subject matters or recurring concepts. This process often employs sophisti-

cated algorithms to sift through extensive textual data, seeking patterns and commonalities 

in the language used to express ideas and information.  A good example of this would be an 

online library, which is comprised of several departments based on the kind of book. As 

books get added, it will be important to look at the unique keywords/topics, decide on which 

department the newly added book should belong to, and place it accordingly [14]. By con-

ducting topic modelling, valuable insights are gained into the key focus areas and prevalent 

discussions within a body of text. These insights can be instrumental in understanding the 

overarching narratives, trends, and underlying sentiments present in the textual data, facili-

tating comprehensive and nuanced interpretations of the information at hand. Moreover, 

topic modelling techniques aid in organizing and categorizing textual information, thereby 

streamlining the process of information retrieval and content analysis. This capability proves 

particularly useful in various domains, including academic research, market analysis, and 

content curation, where the ability to discern and comprehend the primary subjects and 

trends within textual data is crucial for making informed decisions and deriving actionable 

insights. 
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2.1.12 Question Answering:  

This technique involves understanding questions and providing accurate, relevant answers 

based on the context of the input data [14]. This is the exact technique used by the student's 

knowledge assessment system. 

All these techniques, among others, form the foundation of various NLP applications and 

tasks, enabling computers to process, interpret, and generate human language in a way that 

is meaningful and useful for a wide range of practical applications. 
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3 LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS(LLM’S) 

According to [8], An LLM, or Large Language Model, is a machine learning model trained 

extensively on human language data. Large language models in the realm of artificial intel-

ligence represent sophisticated systems capable of processing and generating human-like 

text. These models are trained on extensive datasets to understand the intricacies of natural 

language, including grammar, semantics, and context, enabling them to produce coherent 

and contextually appropriate text. Leveraging advanced deep learning techniques, such as 

multi-layered neural networks, attention mechanisms, and transformer architectures, these 

models have the capacity to handle complex language tasks and generate high-quality text 

outputs. As a result of this, LLM’s empowers chatbots to produce a broader array of human-

like responses compared to previous models. LLMs are specifically designed based on this 

technology, providing chatbots like ChatGPT with key capabilities: 

➢ The capacity to recall the user's previous statements throughout the conversation. 

➢ Understanding and adapting to user corrections during interactions. 

➢ Ability to reject inappropriate requests. 

These functionalities enable ChatGPT and other chatbots to emulate more realistic conver-

sations and effectively respond to a diverse range of inputs if they are deemed suitable. 

The development of large language models has significantly impacted various fields, includ-

ing natural language processing, text generation, sentiment analysis, language translation, 

and content summarization. These models find application in diverse areas, including chat-

bots for customer service, language translation services, content creation for journalism and 

marketing, and assistance in language-centric tasks across different industries [8]. 

 

3.1 The Development of LLMs 

Large Language Models (LLMs) have undergone significant advancements over time, 

thereby reshaping the landscape of natural language processing and a variety of creative 

endeavours. According to [9], LLMs development became evident in the 1950's and 60's, 

through the rise of natural language processing, which used statistical methods to determine 

the likelihood or nearness of a given sequence of words within a given context. The N-gram 

and sequences of n words techniques were used. 
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From N-gram models, there was a shift to using word embeddings in the mid 2000’s which 

used the “word2vec” algorithm.  This innovative method relied on using vector representa-

tions to capture the semantic meaning of words. This great advancement set the pace for 

future progress in language modelling [9]. 

3.2 LLM and Deep Learning Techniques 

According to [9], LLMs are typically built using deep learning techniques, such as neural 

networks, and are trained on vast amounts of text data to learn the intricacies of language. 

Deep learning techniques have played a crucial role in the development of large language 

models (LLMs) such as GPT-3.5 and similar. Some of the key deep-learning techniques used 

in the training and development of LLMs are as follows: 

3.2.1 Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) 

Incorporating word embeddings into language modelling introduced the beginning of a rev-

olutionary era. Vectorized representations became inputs for advanced deep learning models 

like recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [9]. RNNs are a class of neural networks that are 

well-suited for processing sequential data. They are used in language modeling tasks to cap-

ture the contextual dependencies within text data. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and 

Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) are popular variants of RNNs that help in mitigating the van-

ishing gradient problem and capturing long-range dependencies. 

3.2.2 Transformer Architecture 

According to [10], the Transformer architecture, introduced in the paper "Attention is All 

You Need" by Vaswani et al., has become a fundamental building block for many state-of-

the-art LLMs. Transformers utilize a self-attention mechanism to weigh different words in a 

sequence differently while processing the sequence. This architecture has significantly im-

proved the ability of models to handle long-range dependencies and has led to the develop-

ment of models like GPT (Generative Pre-trained Transformer) and BERT (Bidirectional 

Encoder Representations from Transformers). 

3.2.3 Attention Mechanisms 

Attention mechanisms have been instrumental in enabling models to focus on relevant parts 

of the input data when making predictions. Attention mechanisms allow the model to assign 

different weights to different parts of the input, enabling it to selectively focus on the most 
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relevant information. According to [10], the use of the attention mechanism techniques has 

demonstrated strong performance in basic language tasks like question answering and lan-

guage modelling. Thus, this is one of the desired functionalities of a student’s knowledge 

assessment system. 

3.2.4 Transfer Learning and Pre-training 

Transfer learning involves training a model on one task and then fine-tuning it for another 

related task. According to [8], Pre-training, in the context of LLMs, involves training a model 

on a large corpus of text data to learn general language representations. These pre-trained 

models can then be fine-tuned on specific downstream tasks to achieve better performance 

with less data. 

3.2.5 Backpropagation and Gradient Descent 

Backpropagation is a fundamental algorithm for training neural networks. It involves com-

puting the gradient of the loss function with respect to the model's weights, which is then 

used in the gradient descent algorithm to update the weights iteratively, reducing the loss. 

According to [8], backward propagation's main purpose is to decide the conditions under 

which errors are removed from the neural networks. This is done by changing the weights 

and biases until the actual output matches the desired or target output. 

3.2.6 Activation Functions 

Activation functions introduce non-linearities into the neural network, allowing it to learn 

complex patterns in the data. Popular activation functions include ReLU (Rectified Linear 

Unit), sigmoid, and tanh. See Figure 7. According to [8], Neural networks process numerous 

weighted inputs by aggregating them and applying a complex transformation to the aggre-

gated value. Just as biological neurons only respond when they receive sufficient stimuli, 

algorithmic neurons become active only if the weighted sum of inputs exceeds a specific 

threshold. To achieve this, an activation function is employed, which nonlinearly transforms 

the summed value. Consequently, the activation function may yield a zero output unless the 

input surpasses the predetermined threshold. 
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These deep learning techniques, combined with large-scale datasets and powerful computa-

tional resources, have enabled the development of increasingly sophisticated and capable 

LLMs. 

 

Figure 7 Plot of TanH activation function [16] 

3.3 Existing Open Sourced LLM’s 

Several open-source large language models (LLMs) have emerged in the field of natural 

language processing (NLP), enabling researchers and developers to access and utilize ad-

vanced language understanding capabilities. These models are freely available for use, mod-

ification, and further development, fostering collaboration and innovation in the NLP com-

munity. Some notable open-source LLMs include: 

1. GPT (Generative Pre-trained Transformer): GPT is a widely recognized and influ-

ential series of transformer-based LLMs [17] developed by OpenAI. The models in the 

GPT series, including GPT-3, are known for their powerful language generation capabi-

lities and their ability to perform various text-related tasks, such as text completion, 

translation, and question answering. GPT-2, GPT-3, GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 are versions of 
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the Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT) model developed by OpenAI. While 

GPT-2 was initially released in a limited form. GPT-3.5 represents a significantly larger 

and more capable version of the model, renowned for its ability to generate human-like 

text and perform various text-related tasks with remarkable proficiency. [18] GPT-4 is 

an even larger model which can handle more tokens and is currently a paid solution or 

version. It is multimodal – which means that this modal is capable of processing both 

text and image data. 

 

2. BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers): BERT, a trans-

former-based LLM from Google, has played a pivotal role in the progression of NLP. Its 

capability to comprehend context in both left-to-right and right-to-left directions within 

text data has resulted in notable advancements in various NLP tasks, such as text classi-

fication and natural language understanding [19]. It's about teaching machines to un-

derstand language better so they can get the subtle details and context that make human 

communication meaningful. 

 

3. T5 (Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer): According to [20], T5, which stands for 

Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer, is an open-source LLM presented by Google Re-

search. It is specifically tailored for text-to-text assignments and exhibits the adaptability 

to be fine-tuned for a range of NLP tasks, including but not limited to summarization, 

translation, and text generation. Its versatility and widespread adoption within the NLP 

community underline its significance as a dynamic and multipurpose model. 

 

4. Falcon-7B: Falcon-7B is an autoregressive decoder-only language model. This model is 

capable of generating creative text and solve complex problems, chatbots, customer ser-

vice operations, virtual assistants, language translation, content generation, and senti-

ment analysis. This model can support English, German, Spanish, French (and limited 

capabilities in Italian, Portuguese, Polish, Dutch, Romanian, Czech, Swedish) [21]. 

 

5. RoBERTa (A Robustly Optimized BERT Pretraining Approach): RoBERTa, an 

enhanced iteration of BERT created by Facebook AI, tackles certain constraints of the 

initial BERT model, leading to improved performance across a spectrum of NLP 
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benchmarks and tasks. It has gained substantial popularity among researchers and deve-

lopers engaged in text-centric applications [22]. 

 

6. GPT-NEO: GPT-Neo, an initiative by EleutherAI, is an open-source project with the 

goal of producing expansive, effective, and user-friendly language models. It serves as a 

substitute for exclusive GPT models, offering a collaborative and transparent environ-

ment for researchers and developers to explore and experiment with sophisticated lan-

guage models. [23] Its architecture is like that of GPT2 except for the fact that GPT Neo 

uses local attention in every other layer with a window size of about 256 tokens. 

 

7. LLama 2: Llama 2 is a group of transformer-based language models that predict the 

next word(s) in a sequence of words, one at a time, by considering the words that came 

before it [24]. Llama 2 is an open-source large language model (LLM) developed and 

owned by Facebook's Meta; it thus serves as the parent company's counterpart to 

OpenAI's GPT models and Google's AI models, including PaLM 2. Unlike its counter-

parts, Llama 2 is accessible to a broad audience for both research and commercial use, 

signifying a notable distinction in its availability and potential applications. Though there 

is also Llama 3 with advanced capabilities, this research/review was only carried out up 

until April 2024. 

 

8. Llama 3: With Llama 3, it comes in two sizes – 8B and 70B see Figure 8. Llama models 

generate code and text only. The Llama 3 models, specifically tailored for dialogue pur-

poses, excel in performance compared to many other open-source chat models according 

to standard industry tests. Additionally, during their development, we prioritized enhan-

cing their effectiveness and ensuring safety measures were optimized. Llama 3 uses an 

optimized transformer architecture; its tuned version uses supervised fine-tuning (SFT) 

and reinforcement learning with human feedback (RLHF) to align with human preferen-

ces for helpfulness and safety [25]. 

These open-source LLMs have significantly influenced the development of NLP research, 

applications, and solutions, providing researchers, developers, and practitioners with valua-

ble resources for exploring and addressing a wide range of language-related challenges. 

Their open nature encourages collaboration, innovation, and the advancement of state-of-

the-art techniques in natural language understanding and generation. 
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Figure 8. Llama 3 Model Architecture [25]. 
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4 EXISTING SYSTEMS 

Numerous student knowledge assessment systems utilizing artificial intelligence (AI) have 

surfaced, aiming to deliver customized and adaptable learning experiences. Many of these 

platforms harness AI to evaluate student progress, pinpoint areas for improvement, and pro-

vide individualized guidance. 

 

Cognii: Cognii offers an AI-powered virtual learning assistant that provides instant assess-

ment and feedback on open-ended responses [26]. It uses natural language processing (NLP) 

to analyze students' answers and provide personalized feedback. The Cognii Virtual Learn-

ing Assistant interacts with students through a chatbot-like dialogue, encouraging them to 

generate responses, providing immediate feedback on their progress, offering personalized 

hints and guidance, and directing them toward a deeper understanding of the concepts. See 

Figure 9. 

When a student interacts with Cognii, the system engages in a chat-like conversation, 

prompting the student to construct written answers or responses. Cognii then employs NLP 

to analyze the student's input, assess the quality of the response, and understand the under-

lying concepts. 

Based on this analysis, Cognii offers instant formative assessment, providing feedback on 

the student's performance and guiding them with personalized hints and tips to improve their 

understanding. The platform also utilizes machine learning to adapt its guidance and support 

based on the individual student's learning progress and needs. Through this process, Cognii 

aims to enhance students' conceptual mastery and overall learning experience in a personal-

ized and interactive manner. 
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Figure 9 Cognii [26] 

4.1.1 Socratic: 

As can be see in Figure 10 Socratic is an AI-powered study aid and homework aide that 

helps students with their schoolwork by using natural language comprehension [27]. The bot 

allows users to ask questions, have conversations, and get detailed answers and explanations. 

Although it doesn't assign traditional grades, it does assist pupils in comprehending ideas 

and determining the right responses. 
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Figure 10 Socratic [27] 

4.1.2 Quizlet Learn: 

Quizlet is a well-known learning aid that has a chatbot function known as Quizlet Learn. 

The chatbot allows users to browse study sets, respond to quiz questions, and get immediate 

feedback on their answers [28]. Based on the user's performance, the bot modifies the ques-

tions and offers tailored study advice. See Figure 11. 
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Figure 11 Quizlett Learn [28] 

 

4.1.3 Wolfram Alpha: 

Wolfram alpha Includes a chatbot interface, Wolfram Alpha is a computational knowledge 

engine [29]. A wide range of subjects, including math, science, and language, are available 

for users to ask the bot questions about, and it will respond with thorough explanations and 

answers. Like a tutoring session, it offers instructional content and support without being 

explicitly tailored for grading. See Figure 12 below for a visual understanding. 
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Figure 12 Wolfram Alpha [29] 

 

4.1.4 Quizizz: 

Quizizz is a game-based assessment tool that allows teachers to create and share quizzes 

with their students [30]. Quizzes can also be customized using multimedia content and adap-

tive features, and students can compete against each other in real-time quizzes. The gamifi-

cation features of Quizizz are among its most alluring features. Quizizz makes learning en-

joyable and interesting for students by transforming quizzes into interactive games. Students 

can challenge themselves to beat their own high scores or compete against their classmates, 

which will motivate them to participate in the learning process. See Figure 13 below. 
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Figure 13 Quizizz. [30] 

 

In general, Quizizz gives teachers the tools they need to design interesting and useful tests 

that encourage student participation and academic achievement. Quizizz is a revolutionary 

teaching tool that revolutionizes the traditional evaluation process through its gamified ap-

proach, tailored learning experiences. 

 

4.2 COMPARISON WITH S.K.A.S. 

Systems already in place, such Socratic, Cognii, Quizlet Learn, Wolfram Alpha, Quizizz, 

and Quizizz, offer a wealth of educational resources, from sophisticated computational tools 

to individualized learning platforms. But despite their advantages, these systems frequently 

lack the capability that distinguishes the Student Knowledge Assessment System (S.K.A.S.): 

the ability to create questions based on documents that are provided to them. 

With S.K.A.S, a novel approach is introduced to student assessment by using artificial intel-

ligence and natural language processing techniques to generate questions dynamically from 

textual documents. This capability makes room for educators to create customized assess-

ments tailored to specific learning materials, which in turn, enhances engagement and com-

prehension among students. By generating questions directly from documents, S.K.A.S pro-

motes deeper understanding and critical thinking, aligning assessments more closely with 

the learning objectives. 
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In addition, S.K.A.S provides a more versatile and all-encompassing solution than current 

systems. While services like Cognii and Socratic concentrate on helping with activities like 

grading essays or helping with homework, S.K.A.S. offers a wider range of features like 

question creation, document analysis, and customized feedback. Because of its adaptability, 

S.K.A.S. is a useful tool for educators who want to design engaging and flexible learning 

environments. 

Furthermore, S.K.A.S.'s capacity to produce questions based on documents closes a sizable 

hole in current systems. Although services like Quizizz and Quizlet Learn provide pre-made 

quizzes and question sets, they frequently aren't flexible enough to adjust to different teach-

ing environments and learning materials. This issue is addressed by S.K.A.S., which encour-

ages better alignment between assessments and curriculum objectives by giving teachers the 

ability to create questions that are specific to the material they teach. 

To sum up, the demand for a more flexible and dynamic method of student assessment drove 

the creation of S.K.A.S. With the capacity to create questions from documents, S.K.A.S. 

gives teachers an effective tool for developing personalized, interesting tests that encourage 

understanding and deeper learning. 
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 II ANALYSIS 
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5 STUDENT KNOWLEDGE ASSESSMENT SYSTEM (S.K.A.S) 

The student knowledge assessment system is an innovation created under the frame of this 

diploma thesis that leverages chatbot technology (GPT 3.5), LangChain framework and nat-

ural language processing (NLP) techniques, specifically utilizing the spaCy framework, to 

engage students in interactive learning experiences and assess their understanding of various 

subjects or topics. 

5.1 Core Components 

At its core, the system comprises of four core components namely: (a) LangChain, (b) GPT 

3.5, (c) Spacy (d) en_core_web_lg. The S.K.A.S operates as a chatbot interface See Figure 

14, providing students with a conversational platform to interact with and respond to ques-

tions posed by the system. The student’s response gets graded through the natural language 

technique of semantic similarity match. Upon receiving a student's response, the system em-

ploys NLP techniques provided by the spaCy framework to analyze and evaluate the content 

of the answer. This process involves several key steps, including Tokenization, part-of-

speech tagging, named entity recognition, and dependency parsing. These techniques enable 

the system to understand the semantic meaning and context of the student's response, going 

beyond simple keyword matching to assess comprehension and critical thinking skills. 

Based on the analysis of the student's answer, the system then grades or evaluates the re-

sponse using Spacy's semantic similarity matching functionality. One of the key advantages 

of the system is its ability to provide immediate feedback to students, facilitating active 

learning and self-assessment. By receiving real-time feedback on their responses, students 

can identify areas of strength and areas for improvement, enabling them to enhance their 

learning outcomes and mastery of the material. 

Overall, the student knowledge assessment system represents a cutting-edge approach to 

educational assessment, combining the interactivity of chatbot technology with the analyti-

cal power of NLP techniques to create a dynamic and effective learning environment. 

Through its innovative features and capabilities, the system will empower students to engage 

with course content in a personalized and impactful way, fostering deeper understanding and 

retention of knowledge. A pictorial overview of the student’s knowledge assessment system 

can be seen on Figure 17. 
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Figure 14. S.K.A.S interface 

5.1.1 LangChain 

LangChain is a framework most suitable for developing applications empowered by large 

language models (LLMs). LLMs, such as OpenAI's GPT (Generative Pre-trained Trans-

former) series, have revolutionized natural language processing (NLP) by exhibiting remark-

able capabilities in understanding, generating, and processing human language. Some of the 

key components of the LangChain framework are enlisted below: 

Integration with LLMs:  

LangChain seamlessly integrates with state-of-the-art large language models, providing de-

velopers with access to cutting-edge NLP capabilities. By leveraging pre-trained LLMs or 

fine-tuning them on domain-specific datasets, developers can build applications that under-

stand and generate natural language with unprecedented accuracy and fluency. 

 

Customization and Fine-tuning: The framework offers tools and utilities for customizing 

and fine-tuning LLMs to specific tasks, domains, or languages, which in turn, enables de-

velopers to adapt pre-trained models to their application's unique requirements, enhancing 

performance and relevance. 
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5.1.2 Application of LangChain in Students knowledge assessment system 

The student’s knowledge assessment system employs some of the key tools and functional-

ities provided by the lang chain framework, namely: (a) QAGenerationChain, (b) Retriev-

alQA, (c) load_summarize_chain. See Figure 15 

 

Figure 15 Lang Chain Imports 

The LangChain framework, in relation to the student’s knowledge assessment system, plays 

an important role in the text processing part of the system, which includes text summariza-

tion, text splitting into tokens and retrieval of question-answer pairs. The LangChain frame-

work, in relation to the student's knowledge assessment system, works hand in hand with the 

GPT 3.5 LLM. See Figure 16. This is made possible through the LangChain Document 

Transformer, as shown in the figure below. 

 

Figure 16 Lang Chain Document Transformer 

As can be seen from above, the sample text is taken in by the Document transformer in 

conjunction with the GPT 3.5 model to generate question and answer pairs. In summary, the 
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code snippet initializes a DoctranQATransformer object named qa_transformer and speci-

fies the GPT-3.5 Turbo model to be used for question answering tasks. 

5.1.3 Spacy: 

spaCy is an open-source natural language processing (NLP) library designed for efficient 

and scalable processing of text data. It is used for various NLP tasks, including Tokenization, 

part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition, dependency parsing, and more. spaCy pro-

vides a semantic similarity mechanism that allows users to compare the similarity between 

words, phrases, or sentences based on their semantic meaning. This mechanism was partic-

ularly used to compare the answers to the questions entered by the student and the original 

answers to the questions. See Figure 18 

 

 

Figure 17 Students Knowledge Assessment System [32] 

 

 

Figure 18 Spacy semantic similarity 

The “prev_ans” and “answer” are basically variables which hold reference to the student’s 

entered answer and the original answer to the question at hand. Phrase_a. similar-

ity(phrase_b) is where the actual semantic similarity match is done. 
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5.1.4 Semantic similarity mechanism 

SpaCy’s semantic similarity mechanism uses word embeddings. These are dense, high-di-

mensional representations of words with their semantic meaning based on the context in 

which they appear. spaCy has pre-trained word embeddings for every word in its vocabulary, 

which is learned from large text corpora during the model training phase. 

To compute the similarity between two phrases, in the case of the student knowledge assess-

ment system, spaCy uses cosine similarity, which is a metric that measures the cosine angle 

between two vectors. Cosine similarity is normally between -1 to 1, what this means is that 

a value closer to 1 indicates a higher similarity between the two phrases - in the case of the 

student's knowledge assessment system, this would be the cosine similarity between the stu-

dent's answer and the actual answer to the question asked by the chatbot. See Figure 18; 

subsequently, a value closer to -1 signifies lesser similarity. Hence, this information becomes 

handy for grading the student based on every response or answer the student provides.  

When assessing the similarity between phrases or sentences, spaCy computes the mean word 

vector for each phrase or sentence. This involves taking the average of the word vectors of 

all the words present in the input text. The resultant average vector encapsulates the collec-

tive semantic essence of the phrase or sentence. 

After computing the average vectors for the input texts, spaCy then assesses their semantic 

similarity by measuring the cosine similarity between these vectors. The cosine similarity 

score, ranging from 0 to 1, serves as an indicator of how closely aligned the meanings of the 

texts are. Higher scores signify stronger semantic resemblance, while lower scores denote 

lesser resemblance. 

5.1.5 Question and Answer Generation: 

The question generation process in the student’s knowledge assessment system, relies on the 

DoctranQATransformer object, which is specifically designed to generate questions from 

documents using large language models like GPT-3.5 Turbo.  

The input document, which is represented by the variable sample_text, as can be seen in 

Figure 16, is passed to the transform_documents method of the DoctranQATransformer. 

This method prepares the document for question generation by tokenizing the text, identify-

ing key sentences or paragraphs, and extracting relevant information. Following document 

processing, the transformer creates questions depending on the document's content. It makes 
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use of the underlying language model's capabilities (in this case, GT-3.5 Turbo) to evaluate 

the text and formulate questions that elicit important information or details from the docu-

ment. 

5.1.6 Comparison of source document on data mining used in generating questions: 

While developing the Students’ Knowledge assessment system, the sample data mining text 

(Figure 19) was passed as input for a test to evaluate the accuracy of the Student Knowledge 

Assessment System (S.K.A.S) in generating questions. By utilizing this image as a bench-

mark, the aim is to assess how well the S.K.A.S system performs in analyzing and generating 

questions from such textual data. Through this test, the system's ability to extract meaningful 

insights, identify patterns, and provide valuable feedback to users is guaged. The results 

obtained from this test will contribute to refining and enhancing the capabilities of S.K.A.S, 

ensuring its effectiveness in assessing student knowledge across diverse domains. Refer to 

Figure 19 for a better understanding of the content of the text. 
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Figure 19 Sample source document on data mining [31] 
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5.1.7 Questions and Answers generated from the above data mining document. 

The below interfaces are graphical representations of sample generated questions-answer 

pairs from the S.K.A.S system. This is made possible using DoctranQATransformer object, 

which accepts the sample document (See Figure 19) as an input and then generate ques-

tions/answer pairs from documents using large language models like GPT-3.5 Turbo. 

 

Figure 20 Question-Answer pair generation. 

 

 

 

Figure 21 Question/answer pair generation. 

 

Once again, a notable future is the efficiency of the system to pick question-answer pairs 

based on the actual document passed to it as input. 
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5.1.8 Scoring and Similarity Match 

The figures (Figure 22 and Figure 23) below are graphical representations of the similarity 

matching and scoring done based on the users/students' responses to various questions gen-

erated. The key thing to be noted here is that irrespective of the fact that the entered answer 

is slightly different in terms of word to word, the semantic meaning of the answer is still 

correct and therefore, its semantic similarity is very close to a score of 0.91 and 0.86 respec-

tively as can be seen. 

 

Figure 22 Scoring / Similarity Matching using sPacy. 
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Figure 23 Scoring/ Similarity Matching using sPacy. 

 

On the other hand, Figure 24 below is a graphical representation of the similarity rating done 

when the exact expected answer (i.e word for word) – which is expected by S.K.A.S is en-

tered. The key concept to note here is that, with the exact answer entered, or semantically 

closer words entered, the similarity is more pronounced (i.e. closer) and hence, a similarity 

score of 1 is recorded, as can be seen in Figure 24. 

 

 

Figure 24 Scoring/ Similarity Matching using sPacy. 
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5.1.9 Comparisons of source document on softcomputing. 

The Soft Computing textual data below was also employed as a benchmark to evaluate the 

accuracy of the Student Knowledge Assessment System (S.K.A.S). This test was aimed at 

assessing the system's correctness in generating accurate questions and answers. As can be 

seen from Figure 25 below, the questions generated were carefully picked and analyzed us-

ing the DoctranQATransformer. By using this alternative text data on a different educational 

subject, such as soft computing, as compared to the initial topic, which was data mining, we 

can gauge S.K.A. S’s capability to comprehend intricate topics, extract pertinent infor-

mation, and provide insightful questions and answer pairs to users. The outcomes of this 

evaluation will contribute to refining and optimizing S.K.A. S’s performance, ensuring its 

adeptness in assessing student knowledge across diverse subject areas, including advanced 

computational methodologies like soft computing. The most interesting concept to be 

grasped here is that the S.K.A.S system is currently efficient enough to generate question-

and-answer pairs based on the subject area passed to it as an input – a notable future of the 

system. 
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Figure 25 Sample source document (soft-computing) [31] 

Consequently, with a different document used as input document (soft-computing docu-

ment), The questions and answers generated are also different. This can be seen from Figure 

26. The key concept to note here is that irrespective of the fact that the entered answer is 

slightly different in terms of word to word, the semantic meaning of the answer is still cor-

rect, and therefore, its semantic similarity is very close with a score of 0.98, as can be seen. 

The illustration in Table 1 gives an eagle's eye overview of the entire concept, which is that 

the scoring is done based on the closeness in semantic meaning, not syntactic meaning. A 

notable or key feature here is that the questions and answers generated for the soft-computing 

document are clearly different from the question-and-answer pairs generated from the 

Dataming document. 
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Figure 26 Question/Answer 

 

5.1.10 Answer Extraction: 

After generating questions, the transformer also pairs each inquiry with an answer it has 

extracted from the document. It finds relevant passages, sentences, or phrases in the docu-

ment that contain the information necessary to answer each question. For the student’s 

knowledge assessment system, a collection of question-answer pairs, kept in the qa_pairs 

variable, is the result of the question generating process. Overall, the question generation 

process in the student’s knowledge assessment system, involves analyzing the content of the 

document, formulating questions based on the information present, and extracting answers 

to provide contextually relevant responses. This approach enables automated question an-

swering and facilitates information retrieval from textual documents. 

 

Source Docu-

ment 

Ques-

tion/Gener-

ated 

Answer Gen-

erated (Ex-

pected) 

Answer En-

tered 

Similarity 

Score 

Score: Student 

Grade 

Datamining What is data 

mining? 

Dataming re-

fers to variety 

of techniques 

Data mining 

is the extrac-

tion of 

0.9177 1 
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to extract in-

formation by 

identifying re-

lationship and 

global patterns 

that exist in 

large data-

bases. 

valuable pat-

terns and in-

sights from 

large datasets. 

Datamining What is con-

sidered noise 

in data mining 

Data around 

the infor-

mation of in-

terest that is 

considered ir-

relevant is 

termed noise 

in data mining 

Noise in data 

mining refers 

to irrelevant 

or random 

fluctuations in 

data that can 

obscure pat-

terns or rela-

tionships of 

interest 

0.864 2 

SoftCompu-

ting 

What are the 

key features 

of soft com-

puting com-

pared to tradi-

tional compu-

ting? 

Soft compu-

ting focuses 

on impreci-

sion, uncer-

tainty, ap-

proximate rea-

soning, and 

partial truth, 

while tradi-

tional compu-

ting empha-

sizes preci-

sion, accuracy 

and certainty. 

Soft compu-

ting deals 

with impreci-

sion, uncer-

tainty, and ap-

proximate rea-

soning, while 

traditional 

computing 

prioritizes 

precision, ac-

curacy, and 

certainty. 

0.980 1 
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SoftCompu-

ting 

What are the 

outstanding 

paradigms of 

soft compu-

ting method-

ologies men-

tioned in the 

text? 

The outstand-

ing paradigms 

of soft com-

puting meth-

odologies are 

neural net-

works, fuzzy 

logic, and ge-

netic algo-

rithms. 

Soft compu-

ting relies on 

neural net-

works, fuzzy 

logic, and ge-

netic algo-

rithms as its 

main meth-

ods. 

0.935 2 

 

Table 1 Summary of Comparisons on question/answer and Similarity score. 

 

5.1.11 Scoring Mechanism 

The scoring or student grade is given by a variable or counter predefined in the source code 

with initial value of zero and incremented by a value of one for every correct answer which 

has a similarity greater than 0.6, The incrementing factor can be subject to change based on 

preference. 
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Figure 27 Question extraction code. 

5.2 User Interface Design: 

The interface of the student knowledge assessment system is made to offer an easy-to-use 

and intuitive way for students to interact with assessment activities. Students may interact 

with the evaluation system in a seamless manner. The interface was created with HTML, 

CSS, Bootstrap, JQuery, and JavaScript. Below is a thorough explanation of the interface: 

5.2.1 HTML Structure:  

The HTML structure forms the backbone of the interface, defining the layout and compo-

nents of the assessment system. It includes elements such as buttons, input fields, text areas, 

and div containers to organize the content. See Figure 28 below: 
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Figure 28. Html structure snippet. 

5.2.2 CSS Styling: 

1.1.1 CSS styling was applied to the student knowledge assessment system interface to 

enhance the visual appearance of the interface and ensure a cohesive design across different 

devices and screen sizes. Custom styles are used to define colours, fonts, margins, padding, 

and other visual properties to create an aesthetically pleasing interface. See Figure 29 below. 
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Figure 29 CSS Snippet. 

5.2.3 Bootstrap Framework: 

For the Students knowledge assessment system, Bootstrap was used to streamline the devel-

opment process and provide responsive design components, which offered a library of pre-

built CSS classes and JavaScript plugins for building responsive, mobile-first web interfaces. 

Components such as navigation bars, buttons, forms, and styled uniform inputs were imple-

mented using Bootstrap to maintain consistency and improve usability. 

5.2.4 JQuery/JavaScript Interactivity: 

JQuery is used to add interactivity and dynamic feature behaviour to the interface. It allows 

for smooth transitions, animations, and event handling, enhancing the user experience. For 

the student’s knowledge assessment system, JQuery was used to implement features such as 

form validation, button click actions, input field manipulation, and AJAX requests for asyn-

chronous data loading. It was used to send and receive requests from the server. JavaScript 

was also utilized to implement custom functionality and logic within the interface. It enabled 

the assessment system to dynamically update content, perform calculations, validate user 
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input, and interact with backend services. JavaScript functions were written to handle user 

interactions, process assessment data, generate feedback, and display results in real time. 

Figure 30 below shows a code snippet of JQuery and JavaScript in action. 

 

Figure 30 JQuery 

In a nutshell, the student knowledge assessment system interface is a well-crafted and user-

centric platform which makes use of the various functionalities of HTML, CSS, Bootstrap, 

JQuery, and JavaScript to deliver an engaging and effective assessment experience for stu-

dents. Its combination of visually appealing design, interactive features, and responsive lay-

out makes it a valuable tool for assessing student knowledge and facilitating learning. 
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CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, The Student Knowledge Assessment System (S.K.A.S) can be seen as trans-

formative approach to education, there by, using the power of artificial intelligence and large 

language models to change the assessment process. By integrating advanced machine learn-

ing techniques, including supervised and unsupervised learning, S.K.A.S gives a nuanced 

and personalized way to evaluating student knowledge and their capabilities. 

Using supervised learning, The Student Knowledge Assessment System (S.K.A.S) can give 

tailored feedback and support to students; this, in turn, will help them identify key areas of 

strength and weakness according to their individual learning patterns. Unsupervised learn-

ing, on the other hand, will enable the student knowledge assessment system (S.K.A.S) to 

reveal hidden patterns and understandings within educational data, facilitating data-driven 

decision-making for educators and institutions. 

Hence, the integration of large language models will aid S.K.A.S’s in comprehending and 

generating human-like text (questions), allowing for more natural and engaging interactions 

with students. This will foster a dynamic and interactive learning environment, promoting 

better interest and understanding. 

Personalized learning, adaptive assessment, intelligent tutoring systems, educational data 

analysis, and other areas of education are only a few of the many areas in which S.K.A.S is 

applied. With the use of big language models and artificial intelligence S.K.AS enables 

teachers to customize their lesson plans, enhance student achievement, and maximize learn-

ing outcomes. 

However, the implementation of S.K.A.S brings up significant ethical issues, such as pri-

vacy, bias, and fairness, as does any technological advancement. Prioritizing transparency, 

accountability, and responsible use is crucial for stakeholders to guarantee that S.K.A.S. en-

hances the educational environment while maintaining moral principles and preventing haz-

ards. It also currently does not support images but only text; this is currently a limitation as 

pictorial representations could also account for a more diverse way for students to learn. This 

then leaves room for additional futures to be added to the current system as an update or 

future upgrade. 

In summary, the Student Knowledge Assessment System is a potentially revolutionary de-

velopment in education, providing a personalized and data-driven method of assessment that 
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can improve instruction and student learning. With more investigation, refinement, and eth-

ical thinking, S.K.A.S can transform education and enable students to realize their greatest 

potential. 
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